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 PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
 

   
 

Best wishes, Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year to all serving members, 

retired Linemen, their friends, families and all friends of the Line Trade. 

It’s been another great year for the Canadian Association of Forces Linemen and an 

excellent year for the Line Trade. The stand-up of 77 Line Regiment continues to move forward, 

and now with the amalgamation of 1st, 2nd and 3rd Line Work Centers under a unified chain of 

command will no doubt enhance the Trade’s ability to support the Canadian Armed Forces 

anytime and anywhere. We have included, in this edition of the Golden Spur, articles from 

Padre’s Corner, Retired Linemen Liaison Officer.  I’m sure you will enjoy reading them. As well, 

we have included an interim membership list for your review and comments.  

There were no application for last year’s scholarship award although I’m sure there will be 

interest at this year’s AGM and look forward to the upcoming submissions. 

This year we saw new changes in the national executive leadership for the Association 

with the addition of new members with John “Soupy” Campbell as the membership Rep and 

Neil Reese as the new web master. All our new National Executive members have done 

outstanding work and put forth new initiatives to better serve the CAFL community. Please 

take a few minutes to review the CAFL website to support our fallen and injured brothers this 

past year at http://cafl.org/. In the New Year, there will be a membership push to ensure all 

past and future members receive the CAFL Membership Card and Pin that shall be in the mail 

shortly after our next Annual General Meeting, (AGM), which will be our 31st. The AGM will be 

held in Cornwall On, Feb 4th 2019. I would like to thank everyone for their support in my time 

as President. 

Enjoy the Christmas season with friends and family. I hope to see many of you in 

the upcoming year. I thank you all greatly for the contributions to this newsletter, the 

association and to the Trade. Good luck, all the best over the holidays to you, our Brothers 

and Sisters currently on Operations as well as their families throughout the upcoming year. 

 
Kevin Duffett 
President 
Canadian Association of Forces Linemen 
 

                                                     

http://cafl.org/
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President: Kevin Duffett - kevin.duffett@forces.gc.ca 
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Secretary/Treasurer: Winston Hewlin - winston.hewlin@forces.gc.ca 
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Fellowship: Claude Mathieu - claude.mathieu@ssc-spc.gc.ca 
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CAFL Padre’s Corner 

During this time of the year in most Christian countries we hear the stories of the Holy 

Family, the Bethlehem event on Christmas eve, and the child Jesus born as our savior;  a 

Divine light for all the world. 

 

For many and for various reasons, God is still not part of the scheme of things in their 

lives; or perhaps he is that little boy’s image of a man-angel dressed in white sitting on a 

throne, looking down from “out there”, somewhere. When we begin to realize that this is 

simply inadequate, many of react very severely and get tangled up in all sorts of doubts and 

rejection.  Afterall, maybe there isn’t anything to this whole business of God or religion. 

  

There is a tremendous amount of doubt in today’s world and church, concerning God 

and religion. But every time we pick up a book by Biblical writers we are told that we begin to 

mature in our understanding of God only when we have given due reverence to the source of 

all life, and the Creator of everything that is. When we say, “I can’t believe until I solve all my 

intellectual problems first,” or “I can’t believe because God isn’t a king dressed in a white robe 

sitting on a throne,” we are shutting ourselves off from real evidence that makes resolution of 

the problem possible. There must first be an inward turning toward the Ultimate, the Holy 

One, the Wondrous source of all life and creation. Only then can we be open to the 

experience of God touching our life in a way that gives meaning and purpose. 

  

The most important decision a person will ever make in their lifetime is the decision 

about belief and trust in God who made you. It is an inward journey that you must choose in 

order to begin, then step out of your comfort zone to a community or church to respond or 

fulfill it. 

 



Christmas is about the fact that a Holy God has given you his Son Jesus the Christ, to be 

always at your side as you journey down the river of life during the good or bad times. Trust in 

Him to fulfill His promise of peace and brotherhood with unspeakable joy. This is the whole 

point of the Christmas story. 

CAFL Padre Lee Winchester+ 

 

 

May all Military Linemen, (serving or retired), 

and your love ones  

have a Blessed Christmas and Happy 2019 

 

 

 



Season’s Greetings from 

 
A TROOP 

 

5 LINE SQN LLWC GANDER 

 

 

Happy Holidays from LLWC Gander. This year has been filled with projects. We had RLWC 

Petawawa come in to replace our cross-loop antenna completed in December of 2017 which I 

believe missed the last Golden Spur write-up which is why I am mentioning it now. We had 

RLWC Halifax make the trip to the rock in order to complete our Fibre Cut-over in the 

spring/summer. We have also had the Fire alarm project that had been going on all year thus far, 

which we are coming closer to completion. Marty also welcomed his daughter Maisie into the 

world on July 14th, Congrats!  

 

Cpl Tuttle 

 

 

 

 

 
L-R: Cpl Tuttle, MCpl Organ, Cpl Eichler. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Season’s Greetings from 

 
A TROOP 

 

5 LINE SQN LLWC GREENWOOD 

 

Season’s Greetings from 

5 Line SQN LLWC Greenwood 

 

It has been another busy year in Greenwood. Although we have had no new faces join our little 

group we still have Sgt Mark Ramsay spearheading our LLWC as the LCF. His 2 I/C Henry 

Crane has completed his first full year in Greenwood. Cpl Ron Keegan is still here but may be 

leaving us this posting season after 6 years. Cpl Donovan has also completed his first year in 

Greenwood.  

 

We have done a few projects like upgrading the Ammo compound with new pull pits and 

cabling. We also assisted the Halifax RLWC in the installation of fiber for the brand new control 

tower being built on the wing.  

 

This Spring Cpl Donovan was sent on tour to Latvia as part of Enhanced Forward Presence 

Group which was the first sustainment crew on ground for 77 Line Regt. While Cpl Donovan 

was away the crew in Greenwood looked after all the jobs including work orders, cable locates, 

emergency jobs and new installs to keep 14 Wing running smoothly.  

 

We’re looking forward to the New Year and all the challenges it may bring, whether it be a 

posting, promotion or tour. We are once again ready to make 2019 a good year with many happy 

clients here in 14 Wing Greenwood.  

 

Cpl Donovan & Cpl Keegan 

5 Line SQN LLWC Greenwood 

 

 
 

L-R: Cpl Donovan, Sgt Ramsay, MCpl Crane, Cpl Keegan 

 

We would like to take this opportunity to wish all fellow lineman both at home and 

away a very Merry Christmas and all the best in the New Year! 
 



Season’s Greetings from 

 
A TROOP 

 

 

5 LINE SQN LLWC GAGETOWN 

 

Season’s Greetings from the Line Crew here in Gagetown. It has been a very busy year, with 

countless work orders, emergency repairs, Ex Collaborative Effort and of course the big move 

from Building D9 to K63/K331. 

 

We have seen a lot of personnel change with numerous postings, retirements and releases. Cpl’s 

Blaquiere and Maddigan are adjusting well to all the new friendly sarcastic faces. Our newest 

members include three’s company Pte’s Calhoun, Chappel and Matthews, we have Cpl Knaggs 

who sports the greatest moustache since Jimmy Yates, MCpl Savoy, Dave not Mitch,                    

MCpl admin NCO Martineau and the greater half of the Skalaa brothers WO Rudy Skalaa.  

Sgt Galbraith returned from his 6 month deployment in Latvia with the ability to speak Russian? 

MCpl Underhill can feel a little more of a Lineman after completing his DP2.1. Finally MCpl 

Gallant and Cpl Harvey are enjoying all you can eat pork and chicken in Latvia until their 

deployment ends in February.  

 

We are settling in just fine at our new locations K63 and K331, although a lot smaller than D9. 

Fortunately MCpl Berube’s organizational skills are on point! After two months of packing, 

loading, unloading and unpacking I can confidently say we do a better job than BGRS when it 

comes to planning a move!  

 

In all seriousness, we are grateful for our crew and the work we are producing and maintaining 

on Base. All of us here at 5 Line SQN LLWC Gagetown would like to wish all of our line 

brothers and sisters across Canada, the Regiment and deployed abroad as well as their families a 

safe and happy holiday season! 

 

MCpl Dan Martineau 

 

 
 

L-R: Pte Matthews, Mike Patterson, WO Skalaa, Pte Chappel, Cpl Maddigan, MCpl Martineau, 

Pte Calhoun, Cpl Knaggs, MCpl Savoy, MCpl Berube, Sgt Galbraith, Cpl Blaquiere. 

 



77e Régiment des Lignes / 2e Esc des Lignes CTLL de Bagotville 
 

   

L’année 2018 a amenée plusieurs défis de taille pour le CTLL de Bagotville : Demandes de travail, 

permis de creusage, déploiements et entre autres, le G-7 qui a été un événement majeur.  

En mars dernier, le Cpl Dion s’est porté volontaire pour un déploiement afin d’appuyer l’opération 

Réassurance en Lettonie. Depuis octobre dernier, l’équipe des lignes de Bagotville est à nouveau 

complète. 

Le Sommet du G-7 qui se tenait dans la 

région de Charlevoix au mois de juin ne 

fut pas de tout repos pour les membres de 

l’équipe puisque les dirigeants des pays du 

G-7 atterrissaient à Bagotville. Durant les 

semaines précédant l’événement, nous 

avons dû faire plusieurs installations de 

câblage temporaires. De plus, des rotations 

de quart de travail ont été faites en 

alternance entre les membres durant une 

semaine afin d’assurer le bon 

fonctionnement des installations. 

Le passage du Sgt Pascal Morneau aura été de courte durée avec le Détachement de Bagotville. Après 

seulement deux ans, il a été promu au grade d’adjudant et il nous a quittés pour Petawawa. Il a été 

remplacé par le Sgt Demers. 

  

De la part du CTLL de Bagotville 

Nous vous souhaitons un joyeux Noël et  

une année à venir remplie de nouveaux défis défis. 



2 Line Squadron LLWC Bagotville / 77 Line Regiment 

 

  

The year 2018 brought several major challenges for the LLWC Bagotville: Work Requests, 

Digging Permits, Deployments and among others, the G-7, which was a major event. 

Last March, Cpl Dion volunteered for a deployment to support OP REASSURANCE in Latvia. Since 

last October, the Bagotville line team is again complete.  

 

The G-7 Summit held in the Charlevoix region in 

June was not easy for the team members as the 

leaders of the G-7 countries landed in Bagotville. 

In the weeks leading up to the event, we had to do 

several temporary wiring installations. In 

addition, shift rotations were alternated between 

 the members for one week to ensure the proper 

operation of the facilities. 

 

Sgt Pascal Morneau's time was short-lived with the Bagotville Detachment. After only two years, he 

was promoted to Warrant Officer and he left us for Petawawa and replaced by Sgt Demers.  

 

 

  

  

From the Bagotville LLWC 

We wish you a Merry Christmas and 

a new year filled with new challenges. 

 



7e Régiment des Lignes / 2e Esc des Lignes CTLL de Valcartier 

 

   

 

 
 

Il y a eu beaucoup d’actions cette année à Valcartier. Plusieurs de nos membres ont 

eu l’opportunité d’aller outre-mer. Nos membres, Cplc Éric Gibson, Cplc Lessito 

Augustin et récemment Sgt «Chico» Tremblay ont tous été déployés. Dans un autre 

ordre d’idée, Cpl Michael Tremblay a eu un merveilleux petit bébé, il a donc pris 

quelque temps de congé pour s’occuper de sa petite famille. 

 

Avec tous ces départs, comme on dit, il ne restait plus grand monde à la shop! 

Heureusement que cet été le Sdt B Labelle s’est joint à nous et a pu nous donner un 

bon coup de main. En l’absence du Sgt Tremblay, le Sgt Alain Demers vient 

maintenant passer quelques jours par semaine avec nous. Il y a également L’Adj 

Richard Poirier, qui est arrivé en poste l’été passé. Ils s’assurent, tous les deux, que 

le détachement demeure hautement efficace! 

 

L’année 2018 a commencé en force avec l’EX UNIFIED RESOLVE que nous 

avons supporté. Il y a eu aussi toutes les tâches reliées au sommet du G7. Ce 

sommet nous a demandé beaucoup de travail et de temps. Avec tous les travaux qui 

ont eu lieu sur la Garnison de Valcartier, nous avons aussi eu droit à plusieurs 

coupures de câbles notamment au Centre de recherche. Tout cela a perturbé les 

NIACS, MACs et la maintenance.  Il ne manquait pas d’ouvrage pour les deux 

caporaux restés pour défendre le fort, Cpl Cole Caldwell et Cpl François Côté-

Brunet.  Ainsi que pour M. J-C Paiement et M. Dan Guénard de SPC qui 

travaillent tous deux avec nous. 

 
 

 

 

Au nom de tout le détachement de Valcartier 

 

Nous vous souhaitons à tous et à toutes un joyeux temps 

 

des fêtes et une bonne année 2019! 
  



2 Line Squadron LLWC Valcartier / 77 Line Regiment 

   

 

 

 

There was a lot of action this year in Valcartier. Many of our members had the 

opportunity to go fight overseas. Our members, MCpl Eric Gibson, MCpl Lessito 

Augustin and recently Sgt "Chico" Tremblay have all been deployed. On a 

different note, Cpl Michael Tremblay had a wonderful little baby, so he took some 

time off to look after his little family. 

 

With all these departures, as they say, there were not many people at the shop! 

Fortunately, this summer, Pte B Labelle joined us and was able to give us a good 

helping hand. In the absence of Sgt Tremblay, Sgt Alain Demers is now spending a 

few days a week with us. There is also WO Richard Poirier, who arrived last 

summer. They both make sure that the detachment remains highly effective! 

 

The year 2018 began in force with the EX UNIFIED RESOLVE that we 

supported. There were also all the tasks related to the G7 summit. This summit 

required a lot of work and time. With all the work that took place at the Garrison 

Valcartier, we also had several cable cuts, at the Research Center among others. 

All this disrupted the NIACS, MACs and maintenance. There was no shortage of 

work for the two corporals left to defend the fort, Cpl Cole Caldwell and Cpl 

François Côté-Brunet. As well as Mr. J-C Paiement and Mr. Dan Guénard from 

SPC who both work with us. 

 

 

 

 

On behalf of the entire Valcartier detachment 

 

We wish you all a happy holiday season and a Happy 

 

New Year 2019! 



 

 

 

Les poseurs de lignes de la 5e Brigade et du QGET 2018 
 
 

L’année 2018 a une fois de plus été très fructueuse en termes de défis et de bons coups pour tous 

les poseurs de lignes du QGET et de la Bde. La section des lignes du QGET a travaillé 

conjointement avec les détachements des lignes des autres unités de la Bde pour les exercices 

UNIFIED RESOLVE 18, MAPLE RESOLVE 18, OP CADENCE 18 et TRIDENT JUNCTURE 

18, pour en nommer que quelques-uns. Voici en quelques mots ce que notre travail d’équipe a 

accompli.  

  

L’année 2018 a commencé en force avec l’exercice UNIFIED RESOLVE 18. Les poseurs de 

lignes de la Bde ont installé plusieurs kilomètres de TFOCA afin d’établir les liens nécessaires 

entre complexe de la Bde et de la 2e Division. Ces installations, nous ont permis de mettre à 

profit plusieurs de nos véhicules spécifiques comme les motoneiges et les Gators étant donné les 

conditions de température hivernales et la très grande accumulation de neige. Après l’installation 

d’une centaine de drums de TFOCA à l’extérieur du CSEM 3, nous avons installé le câblage 

intérieur pour une vingtaine de tentes. Notre plus grand défi a été sans aucun doute le câblage du 

CSEM 3 qui comptait plus de 600 lignes de Cat5. 

  



Au début du mois d’avril, la 5e Brigade s’est déployée à Wainwright en Alberta pour l’exercice 

MAPLE RESOLVE 18. Tous les poseurs de lignes de la Bde ont participé à l’exercice en 

mettant à contribution les efforts de chacun pour le succès de l’exercice. Encore une fois plus de 

100 drums de TFOCA ont été utilisés durant l’installation. Notre plus grande réalisation a été 

d’utiliser avec succès notre SEV MDF qui a été configuré quelques temps avant le déploiement 

mais qui avait été toujours utilisé en garnison. Cet exercice a eu pour but de confirmer les 

compétences acquises lors de tous les exercices durant la montée en puissance pour tous les 

poseurs de lignes de la Brigade à Valcartier. 

  

Deux de nos membres ont été déployé sur OP Cadence qui visait à supporter le sommet du G7 à 

la Malbaie. De plus, les poseurs de lignes du QGET, ont été en mesure d’effectuer quelques 

installations d’importantes pour cet exercice.     

  

Suite à la période estivale, la section des lignes a fait face à un éventail de défi vis-à-vis le 

déploiement pour l’exercice TRIDENT JUNCTURE 18. Nous avons déployé beaucoup 

d’équipement pour assurer le support à la Bde durant l’exercice de L’OTAN en Norvège. La 

section était composée de 11 poseurs de lignes. Nous avons déployé avec deux seacans 

d’équipement, trois Claks, un G-Wagon et un Gator, pour une période de six semaines. 

  

En terminant, nous sommes très fiers de pouvoir dire que l’équipe formée du Cplc Drolet, Cpl 

Morin, Cpl Savard et Cpl Daigle ont remporté le trophée de la compétition du Défi Jean Romard 

en septembre passé à Kingston. 

 



 
 

 

Au le nom de la section de lignes du QGET au 5 GMBC, nous vous souhaitons un très 

Joyeux Noël et une heureuse nouvelle année!   

 

 

 

Cheers! 

 

 
Sdt Fournier, Cpl Peters  
5 GBMC Valcartier 
QGET/ TP C / son des Lignes 
 
 

 



 

2 Line Squadron LLWC MTL / SJN / 77 Line Regiment 

 

 

 

ear 2018 has been a terrific year for 77 Line Regiment 2 Line Squadron, LLWC Saint-

Jean and Montreal.  This year, we have been able to locate our own underground cable 

without the help of the famous hydraulic cable locator that all the contractors in the 

region are using. Every year without a cable cut is a good one, considering all the new buildings 

going up on our respective bases.  Crews from LLWC Montreal and Saint-Jean are still working 

very closely together, not always by choice but mostly because of shortage of staff.  This year, 

has been a great one, we acquired a brand new MCpl, fresh from his yearlong French 

course.  MCpl Potwarka was making great progress, practicing every day with his subordinates, 

communicating with Base CE and getting to know the local culture.  Then Sgt Comeau’s frequent 

visits to mentor his new MCpl ruined him! Seriously we must keep Sgt Comeau away from this 

guy or his last year in language school will go to waste! That being said, the member will have 

his time away which will enable recovery from the recent damage, when he goes on his field 

portion of his PLQ-L in Meaford. He should really enjoy Meaford in January and February, 

apparently it is a great scenery.  Not to forget all the learning, where he will absorbed all the 

required knowledge to properly supervise a Line Crew. Year 2018 was perfect until Cpl Jean-

Paul Marta CD decided to put a term on his military career after 20 years of honorable services 

to his country.   

  

HELP WANTED!!! 

  

Unfortunately Cpl Marta will need a replacement early in the next fiscal year, so if you are 

reading this, wearing a Cpl’s Rank or maybe you know someone who wishes to have a second 

language profile or you already have one; you must put in a good word with the big man, Santa 

not the CM, let’s be realistic! Here’s a few qualities/criteria’s that the member must meet, so we 

don’t miss Cpl Marta too much: 

  

 Must have vast line experience, field and static; 

 Enthusiastic, easy-going and an absolute morale booster; 

 Motivated but has no desire to move up the ranks; and finally 

 Member must complain constantly, to help the Tps deal with the hole left by the 

member. 

 

Y 



 

2 Line Squadron LLWC MTL / SJN / 77 Line Regiment 

 

  

LLWC Montreal: with only one Sgt, one MCpl, one Cpl and one SSC member; Sgt Jean-

Francois Comeau CD, MCpl Donald Mathurin, Cpl Jason Hervieux, and Bob Lepage had their 

hands full this year with a higher MAC demands than ever, low personnel and mandatory level 

1 preventive maintenance within our AOR. Montreal has recruited pretty much anyone wearing 

a uniform (even blue...) to keep up with the work load.  Cpl Alexandre Savard from 34 Bgd, 

brought support to the LLWC in exchange for training and experience. The member has been a 

great addition to our team and is quickly picking up the tricks of the trade, with the great 

mentorship of Cpl Hervieux and the Great Bob Lepage.  

  

PRÉDICTION FOR 2019:  

  

Members from both LLWC’s are predicting that the wearing of the beards within the Line trade 

will now be reduced by at least 50%, due to that they’re now legal.  Who knew? It’s all good, at 

least the Line trade can once again claim they have led the way for the rest of the followers. 

 

Members from LLWC Montreal and St-Jean wishes everyone a year 2019 without emergency 

cable repairs and we are saluting all the Tps serving overseas. Special thoughts for our member, 

Cpl Jonathan Savard (Latvia) and his family during the Holidays. 

 

 

 
 

     

Man I wish 
I was a 

Lineman 

Me too 

Man 



    

 

Local Line Work Center Ottawa. 

 

Once again, this is the time of year to hang up the boots and take a minute to slow 

down and appreciate time with family and friends. It's been a busy year and we 

have all worked so hard that a much needed rest is in order before the New Year. 

Now is a good time to recap the year’s events within the NCR.  

 

There have been many changes to the shop this year, with the departures of MCpl 

Dubois, MCpl Ryan, Cpl Knaggs and, Cpl Whittaker, as well as tour deployments 

from MCpl Grenier, Cpl Myre, Cpl Paquette, and MCpl Forgues who’s slated for 

an upcoming rotation. This year we welcomed in, MCpl Kells from Petawawa and 

Cpl Dillon from the Reserves. 

 

We hit the ground running at the start of 2018 with completion of many projects in 

the NCR, mostly due to the evolving construction of the Carling Campus 

relocation, 240 Sparks St new recruiting center, the move of hundreds of DND 

personnel out of Asticou to accommodate the students from Mont-Blue who’s 

school was heavily damaged in the tornados. Along with the daily grind of 

operation processing of adds, moves, changes and with the occasional drive across 

the city to troubleshoot some mysterious faulty cables, only to discover it was a 

desktop phone not plugged in! 

 

We also tackled some major projects within NDHQ including, but not limited to 

the reorganisation of secure rooms and rewiring of entire sections by installing 

fibre and cat6 capabilities, a MP antenna at Carling Campus Gate 3, started a 

maintenance schedule for MTR/TR building infrastructures around the NCR, and a 

number of large scale cable relocations for other departments in the DND family.  

Last but not least, we showed our Line Trade pride at the 1st ever 77 Line Regiment 

Parade held in Kingston, ON. 

 

 

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR 

FROM THE MEMBERS OF LLWC OTTAWA! 

 

 

 

MCpl Kells 
 



  

  

 

 

 

 

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM 77 LR 1 LINE SQN 

 

 

Season’s Greetings and a Happy New Year to all, from everyone here at 1 Line Sqn CFB Kingston. 

We hope you all have ample time to recoup from the year’s work and that the time is spent with loved 

ones. 

As with all of you, our year has been quite full, multiple TAVs to Latvia (with yet another 

ongoing) and Ukraine, as well as jobs throughout Canada. Tasking such as cable installs in Wainwright, 

Cold Lake, and Petawawa as well as antenna jobs in Newport Corner, Leitrim, and the annual 

maintenance in Alert. As always, more detailed descriptions of the above and more can be found in the 

Cable.  Even though most of us have spent the majority of the year away from home, most of us are still 

looking forward to just a couple more weeks of leave as we visit our families back home over the holiday 

season.  

Speaking of family, new postings to our sqn this year include: WO Gummer, MCpl Thibodeau, 

MCpl Henry, and Sgt Brisson. Postings out include, MCpl Nava, MCpl Martineau, and Cpl Price. To all the 

new faces, welcome to your new home for the next couple years.  



  

It was also an honour to have hosted you all during this year’s IBTS training and Jean Romard Challenge. 

Having us all together as a regiment was quite the experience that most will not forget or remember?  

For those who could not make it, we hope to see you next time. Once again from all of us at 1 Line sqn, 

have a safe and fun holiday season, and keep up the good work next year! 

 

 

 

 

 

MWO Rick Cooper 

77 LR 1 Line Sqn  

LCS 



 
 

Season’s greetings from CFJSR C Tp! 

 

C Tp wanted to reflect on the accomplishments of this year. Looking back it has been an eventful 

year, with C Tp deploying to multiple locations overseas. We also said our goodbyes to posted 

out fellow lineman, MCpl Pelton, WO Skalaa and WO Poirier. We welcome new members to the 

unit MCpl Ross-Bergeron, Pte Betancourt, Pte Bennette. 

 

We started off the year with Ex Hermes Angle in Petawawa where C Tp demonstrated our 

support capabilities for DART and NEO as well as our rapid reaction skills in winter conditions. 

Next MCpl Myers and Cpl Robinson deployed to Ex Steadfast Cobalt in Lithuania where they 

provided vital support for the training exercise. 

 

During the summer months Canada took over a UN mission from Germany in Mali. In the 

beginning of July; Sgt Perron, MCpl Lafontaine, Cpl Laagland-Winder, Pte Palmer, Pte 

Guevara-Perez and Pte Kitt, were sent in culmination with the rest of JSR for OP Presence. 

Throughout their deployment the crew established the cable backbone on the base needed for the 

operation. In recognition of their exemplary work, the deployed crew received the commander’s 

commendation. 

 

Additionally, in the summer months C Tp deployed to Hawaii as part of Ex RIMPAC and to 

Jamaica to work on the OSH LAC. In the fall C Tp sent WO Villeneuve, MCpl Armitage, Cpl 

Robinson, Cpl Fleurant-Lamy, Cpl Palmer, Pte Lapierre, Pte Collard to Ex Trident Juncture, 

NATO’s multinational joint exercise in Norway. C Tp worked ceaselessly in order to meet 

operational goals and established the necessary lines in the timely manner. 

 

Lastly, as the year comes to a close, MCpl Myers, Cpl Liu and Pte Bate were sent to Bahrain to 

support the currently ongoing OP Artemis, where they will no doubt continue to maintain C Tp 

reputation for excellence. 

 

With these thoughts in mind, we can reflect on C Tp’s many accomplishments this year. It has 

most certainly been eventful but we also keep in mind the sacrifices members have made as a 

result of these operations, time spent away from friends and family. Without their support we 

would not be able to maintain our high operational capabilities. As a new year approaches, we 

can now look forward to new challenges to overcome and C Tp’s continued praise worthy work. 

 

Merry Christmas and happy New Years 

 



CFSCE LINE TRAINING, KINGSTON 

 
Well another year has come and gone.  What a great and busy year it was at CFSCE as always.  

There was lots of changes to our staff.  We said good-bye to WO Upshall who is now on a 

yearlong French course here in Kingston and is doing well.  Sgt…oh wait Lt Fahie has left the 

trade for greener pastures (in his mind anyway ;) and has completed his BSOC course and has 

been posted to Ottawa.  Sgt Tanguay is still gracing us with his presence and shifted over to 

standards.  MCpl Perron was promoted to Sgt and posted to CFJSR.  

 

So out with the old and in with the new.  The man, the myth, the legend, WO Polak is now our 

Troop WO who was posted in from CFB Comox.  MCpl Lecompte got promoted to Sgt and is 

now the course director of the DP 1.1. Cpl Lainey was promoted to MCpl and is shaping the 

young minds here being an instructor.  The new members that were posted to CFSCE are MCpl 

Price came here from CFB Edmonton, MCpl Nava from 77 Line Ret Kingston, and MCpl 

London from CFB Gagetown who are all new instructors.  Also, MCpl Miller and MCpl Rose 

(yes he’s still alive) are here holding down Line Maintenance.  The status quo who are still here 

are MCpl Carrier, MCpl Coreas, MCpl Michell, MCpl Maclean, and MCpl Desjardins. 

 

It was a busy year with courses.  We saw a lot of students come through again as we had 2x 

DP1.1 courses and 2x DP2.1 with a total of 58 students.  We also had our 1st tech rigger course 

completed since 2012 here this year.  Sgt Hawkins, and MCpl Coreas completed a week long 

RECCE at the UN Signals School in Uganda for possibly facilitating a future tech rigger course 

for UN personal throughout Africa.  Our compound had some changes this year physically at 

CFSCE since our new fencing was installed and maintenance has been non-stop changing the 

cable yard and quazin hut.  

 

We are all excited to see what fun things have instore for all of us here at CFSCE and on behalf 

of MWO Rose, and all the staff from Line Training we would like to wish all of our brothers and 

sisters from the line trade a very Merry Christmas and a Happy and Healthy New year. 

 

Love your favorite Newfie 

 

MCpl Brad Saunders.  

 

 
 
Front Row (L-R) WO Polak, Sgt Lecompte, MCpl Carrier, MCpl Nava, MCpl Maclean, MCpl Lainey, MCpl 

Coreas, Sgt Hawkins 

 

Back Row (L-R) MCpl Saunders, MCpl Desjardins, MCpl London, MCpl Price, MCpl Mitchell 

 

Missing: MCpl Millers, MCpl Rose 



   
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year  

  From  

4 Line Squadron LLWC, Kingston 

 

It’s has been a great year here at 4 Line Sqn LLWC Kingston with new members being posted 

in. Sgt Cleveland is firmly in control of the shop and running things from the command center 

here at MD 29. Keeping the troops full of work and rolling every day, while working with SSC 

and CFB Petawawa chain of command. MCpl St-Louis is right by his side advising, planning 

and ensuring that work is being done and on time.  MCpl Fullwood (AKA WOODY) fresh in 

from CFB Dundurn brings in a vast array of knowledge. Cpl McDonald is managing the vehicles 

and equipment needs for the shop. Over the past year we had the opportunity to employed two 

retired lineman, Rob McKay and Al Purdy who brought their knowledge contributing to the 

LLWC Kingston accomplishments and success. Last but not least NCdt Charron has been with 

us since Apr while awaiting on his occupational transfer. The man is a learning machine! 

 
During the last year we have been very busy keeping up 

with dig locates, move adds and changes and also by 

contributing to the OSP installation of copper and fiber to 

the new construction sites throughout the base. Some of 

the challenges we have faced over the past year are finding 

buried manholes and trying to keep the existing fiber up 

and running to the training area. 

 

With 77 Line sending down requests for members to deploy, 

4 Line has stepped up to answer the call. We have sent 

members over to Brussels, Alert and with more upcoming 

there will be plenty of opportunity to work abroad.  

 

Al Purdy Installing GPS at CFSCE 

 
Left to Right MCpl Fullwood, MCpl St-Louis, Cpl McDonald, Al Purdy, NCdt Charron... Missing Sgt Cleveland (Deployment) Rob McKay. 

 

Yes, it looks like the future of the 4 Line Sqn LLWC is going to be busy, with no let-up as 

we continue the great work. It’s good that we get a little break to spend some time with family and 

friends for the holidays, so from all of us, Steve, Marty, Yan, Eric, Al, Rob, and Zack we want to 

wish you all a merry Christmas and happy New Year! 



   
2 CMBG HQ & Signal Sqn – Line Section 

 

This year was another typical year for 2 CMBG HQ & Sig Sqn Line Section. Very busy 

calendar with members deployed and career courses while supporting everything from their own 

Unit commitments throughout the year and extended as far out as sending a 6 man crew out to 

Wainwright for Ex MAPLE RESOLVE 18 which would mark our 6th in a row. 

 

Despite the tempo we still managed to support Op REASSURANCE in Latvia on 2 

separate occasions, Op CADENCE in St-Irénée QC and a several exercises for just about every 

Unit within the 2 Bde. The section comprised of Sgt Hunter (Deployed), MCpl Laframboise, 

MCpl Battiste, MCpl Krieger, MCpl Benner (albeit briefly), Cpl Tan, Cpl Gagnon, Cpl 

Whittaker, Cpl Harris, Cpl Fidor (our first OT from 1RCR during ACISS crisis), Cpl Hutchen, 

Cpl Mongeon, Cpl Pattinson, Cpl Ratz, Cpl Bordage, Cpl Duclos, Pte Paradis, Pte Valencia, Pte 

Arial all managed to keep morale high and standards up. Our summer consisted of planning, 

canvassing and running the 20th Annual CAFL fishing derby which was another huge success 

and we hope to make it better again next year with your support. Our fall and winter schedule 

was once again laden with close to a dozen exercises including Ex FINAL GLORY, supporting 

CFSCE’s training of the next generation of signals officers. This culminated into the Holiday 

season where the members of 2 Bde Line Section will enjoy a well-deserved break. 

 

  
  

From all of here doing the army thing…Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all our Line 

brothers and sisters from Coast to Coast and overseas. 

 

Written by: MCpl Laframboise 



 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year  

From  

4 Line Squadron HQ, Petawawa 
 

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all, from Maj MacLellan (OC 4 Line), MWO 

Thibault (SSM), MWO Hewitt (LCS) and all members of 4 Line Squadron team.  

It has been another busy year for the Sqn, especially with all the over sea deployments and the 

never-ending tasking thrown at us, we have no choices but to focus and to work together as a 

team and get the troops ready and out of the door.  

The HQ finally moved out of the trailer located in the parking lot of Bldg S-111 and got re-

located in building O-106 (also known as the JSR building). Now 4 line HQ and RLWC are 

collocated under the same roof making it easier to complete administration and day to day 

activities. 

 

We had a significant number of our members deployed over sea this past year, starting with Sgt 

Slaney and MCpl Leblanc who returned from OP IMPACT on June 18, WO Beaton returned 

from OP REASSURANCE on Nov 18, Sgt Letendre returned from OP IMPACT on Dec 18.  

We currently have Cpl Viau and Cpl Evans 

deployed on OP REASSURANCE. We also 

have a crew deployed on a TAV for OP 

REASSURANCE (Sgt Gosse, MCpl Clavet, Cpl 

Belanger-Landry and Cpl McNair) scheduled to 

return end of Dec 18. We had a crew deployed to 

Alert for several weeks to complete cable 

maintenance, a crew deployed to Cold Lake 

installing fibre cable and another crew deployed 

to Gander to complete a tower construction.  

4 Line Sqn also managed to bring all its 

personnel to Petawawa for line refresher training 

and PD sessions. We also hosted a men festive 

dinner while all sqn members were together for 

the first time, it was a great boost to unit esprit 

de corps and moral.  

2018-2019 has been very busy year and 2019-

2020 surely won’t be any different but, we “4 Line Sqn Team” are ready to take on all the 

challenges that 2019/2020 throw at us.    

On behalf of the 4 line Sqn team, I would like to wish all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New 

Year… 



 

Front Row: WO Beaton, Capt Karnib, MWO Thibault, Maj MacLellan, MWO Hewitt, Lt Dupuis and WO Beatteay. 

 

Center Row: Sgt Horwood, MCpl Kearney, Mr. Pete Rowe, Cpl McDonald, Sgt Slaney, Cpl Marshall, Cpl Closs, 

MCpl St-Louis, Sgt McQuay, MCpl Toms, Cpl Roussel, Cpl King, Cpl Duclos, Mrs. Stacey Green, 

Dave Shillington, Mrs. Paula Benn, Mr. Joe Crossman and Mr. Gord Shellenberg. 

 

Back Row: Sgt Neilson, Cpl Burton, Cpl Matthews, Cpl Lamoureux, Sgt Gilroy, MCpl Leblanc, MCpl Fullwood, 

Sgt Roy, MCpl Fraize and Cpl Olliffe.  

 

Missing member: WO Hache, Sgt Cleveland, Sgt Letendre, Sgt Gosse, MCpl Blaquire, MCpl Clavet, Cpl Viau,  

Cpl Johnston, Cpl Brammer, Cpl McNair, Cpl Daigle and Cpl Belanger-Landry. 

   

 



 

 
 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year  

From  

4 Line Squadron LLWC, Petawawa. 

 
Season’s Greetings and Happy New Year from the team at 4 Line Sqn, LLWC Petawawa. It’s 

that time of year again where we say farewell to the last and prepare to usher in the beginning of 

another. 2018 has come and gone, and with that, the addition of some new faces. The LLWC 

currently consists of Sgt Jeff Neilson, MCpl Josh Fraize, Cpl Scott Matthews, Cpl Kristan 

Duclos, Mr. Dave Shillington and Co-op student, Joe Schweyer.  

 

With the welcoming of incoming members also comes saying goodbyes to others.  This past year 

saw MCpl Kells leave for Ottawa, MCpl Krieger to 2 HQ & Sigs, and Cpl Spence began her 

transition as a full time college student. 

 

With the Garrison’s Infrastructure constantly being upgraded, it has been a busy and productive 

year of MACs, OSP, ISP maintenance and Locates.  Given the increasing tempo of 77 Line 

Regiment, 2019 is shaping up to be even busier as we embark on evermore deployments 

overseas. 

 

From the entire crew at LLWC Petawawa, we would like to wish you and yours Happy Holidays 

and a Joyous 2019.  

 
Left to right: Sgt Neilson, MCpl Fraize, Cpl Matthews, Dave Shillington. 

 

4 Line Sqn Team Group Photo. 



Merry Christmas and Happy New Year  

From  

4 Line Squadron RLWC, Petawawa 

 
Season’s Greetings from snowy Petawawa! It’s been a busy 2018 for us at the RLWC, with an 

ever increasing tempo, we yet again rose to the challenge and met every project head on. Both 

crews were heavily involved conducting all kinds of maintenance and cable installations 

throughout Ontario and Quebec, such as providing support to OP Cadence in Valcartier to 

repairing an antennae on the CN Tower. To top it off we also supported and deployed to OP 

Nevus in Eureka Nunavut, completed a portion of the Cold Lake upgrade project and sent a crew 

to Latvia. That wasn’t enough so we sent WO Beaton to Latvia for 6 months and Cpl Viau left a 

few months ago for the same spot. 

 
 

 
70 feet’s Pole repair in Kingston                     Fiber Pulling in Cold Lake, Alberta 

 

We want to congratulate Cpl Johnston on the birth of his daughter Sophia, back in late Feb, she 

came 4 months early excited to see the world, it was a rocky start to say the least but we’re super 

happy she’s now thriving, he recently came back from parental. During this APS we saw a few 

changes. We said goodbye to MCpl Simms who left for Field Hospital and Cpl Pattinson left in 

Apr for HQ & Sigs. We also said goodbye to our SSM, MWO Grandy, who after 28 years of 

service retired to focus on family and Donairs! In return Cpl McNair was posted in Apr from HQ 

& Sigs, MCpl Leblanc came in from Petawawa LLWC in Aug and MCpl Clavet from 2 HQ and 

Sigs. All were eager to join the RLWC and hit the road to show what they had.  

Throughout the year, we also found time to complete some training. Cpl Daigle just returned 

from his DP2.1, Cpl Burton completed the DL portion of his PLQ and will be going to sunny 

Meaford to complete the residential portion in Jan 19.  

 

Looking back on the year, it was filled with exciting adventure and filled with wonderful 

memories, now it’s time to relax with our families and enjoy Christmas. As one of our crews 

returns from Latvia just in time for Christmas, we want to send our best wishes to all those 

deployed during this holiday season. 



  

    
Lunch Break in Eureka, Nunavut                    Antenna Maintenance on top of the CN Tower 

                                                                          

On behalf of all those at the RLWC we would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a 

safe and Happy New Year! 

 

 

 
 

 



            

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year  

From  

4 Line Squadron LLWC, Trenton 

 
The year at 4 Line Sqn, LLWC Trenton may have appeared to be low key on the surface, 

but we remained busy as usual. Speaking of being busy… the line fraternity here in Trenton has 

been grown by two new little ones; Penelope Blaquiere and William Roussel. MCpl Blaquiere 

and Cpl Roussel were on paternity leave for most of the year, but now Cpl Roussel is back in the 

fold and we are looking forward to getting MCpl Blaquiere back in the New Year.  

 

We are beginning to get comfortable in our new roles within the not so new 77 Line 

Regiment, and are starting to see the Regiment bearing fruit. Cpl Marshall is slated to go on tour 

in the New Year and during the earlier part of this year, we saw Sgt Slaney off on deployment in 

support of OP IMPACT. He left for his tour in Kuwait on December 09, 2017 and returned on 

June 13, 2018. Between the Paternity leave and the deployment, this left the workforce 

remaining in Trenton to bare all the MACS and maintenance functions for the Wing.  We are 

very fortunate to have SSC embedded Lineman with us to help us in our efforts. Without Mr. 

Hupman the service to the Wing would greatly suffered. 

 

After taking well-deserved summer leave, Cpl Marshall, Sgt Slaney and Cpl King 

represented Trenton in celebration and at training at CFB Kingston. This would be the first time 

the Regiment marched together as a whole. Right after Kingston the crew jumped into Antenna 

maintenance at Carrying place and Point Petre Ae site while Sgt Slaney was called to CFSCE to 

assist in the development of the new Line Apprentice and Line Journeymen courses (DP 1 and 

DP 2). While it may have been a tough road of trials and tribulations during the SSC stand-up 

and the trade amalgamation we are finally starting to see a light at the end of the tunnel with the 

birth of the Regiment and the return to our own independent trade.  

 

Cpl Marshall is eager to serve Canada and represent the trade overseas in the New Year 

and Cpl Roussel is standing behind him on deck ready for his chance.   

 

 
 

 

From all your brothers at 4 Line Sqn, LLWC Trenton; we wish you all a Happy Holidays 

and/or a Merry Christmas. May the New Year bring you and your families all much joy, health 

and happiness. 

 



Merry Christmas and Happy New Year  

From  

4 Line Squadron LLWC, BORDEN 
 

The Line shop is no longer where it used to be, 

building O-155 has been torn down over this fall 

2018. We are now co-located with Shared Services 

Canada in building O-216. Line Crew had to pack 

and load all their tools / supplies and move to O-

216. The sprung shelter has been torn down and all 

material have been temporary moved in building T-

83 until we have go moved everything again to 

another temporary location on the south side. 

Several locates was completed due to Borden 

expansion with that being said, several cables had 

to be repaired after being damaged by contractor. 

 

We normally operate with a total of 7 members, one 

Sgt as the LCF, one Sgt in the design position, a 

MCpl and four Pte/Cpl. With three vacant Pte/Cpl 

positions and Sgt Letendre who was deployment for 

the last 6 ½ month it has been difficult to complete 

our mandate and provide support to CFB Borden. 

LLWC has accomplished some of their main duties, 

maintaining CFB Borden cable plant in a suitable status.  

 

Camp Borden is located in Simcoe County West of Barrie, Ontario and we are responsible to 

maintain the cable plant that covers approximately 500 kilometre squared with over 300 buildings.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year  

From  

4 Line Squadron Meaford 

 

WELCOME TO MEAFORD, 4 Canadian Division Training Centre: 

 

Le paradis pour un et l’enfer pour les autres, ou la vie commence et la logique arrête. Meaford et 

un paradis pour sa beauté, sa splendeur et ses riches naturelles. Bercer par la Baie Georgienne, 

elle regorge d’une multitude d’espèce de poisson et la chasse est excellent pour les chanceux qui 

travaille sur la base mais pour les malheureux qui viennent faire un séjour de formation, c’est 

une autre histoire!  

 

Meaford c’est un centre excellent reconnu par l’Elite mondial. Pour ma part je suis du bon côté 

point de vue travail. J’ai la chance de faire partie de l’organisation et d’accomplir mon devoir en 

tant que LCF. Sa me prend approximativement 2 mois pour faire la maintenance du réseau de 

câble. Ceci comporte les 4 sites d’antenne ou je dois effectuer la 1ère ligne de maintenance, un 

puit d’accès, plus de 512 poteaux et 38 salles de communication (MTR, TR, Closet, etc). Donc, il 

me reste beaucoup de temps pour faire de la pêche et d’aller faire quelques redonnées de chasse 

pendant la saison.  

 

Pour les gens de Kingston, si vous avez besoin d’aide, je suis disponible. Vous n’aviez qu’à 

contacter ma chaine de commandement et demander pour moi.  

 

MERRY CHRISTMAS & HAPPY NEW YEARS. 

 

Sgt Yan Roy.  

 



 
 

 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 

From  

4 Line Squadron LLWC, North Bay 

 
LLWC North Bay is made up of of 3 x members, MCpl Shane Toms, Cpl Adam Olliffe and Cpl 

Tom Evans. 2018 has proven to be a very busy year for the LLWC North Bay. We had members 

deployed with OP Cadence, OP Impact as well as one members on a Tav to Slefkant Germany 

during Octoberfest! We were on various exercises, taking place at Connaught ranges (Ex Ready 

Climber) and CFB Kingston (Ex Collaborative Effort). 

 

LLWC North Bay put a few miles on the work truck this year traveling all the way up to 

Thunder Bay and as far south as Windsor to perform 1st line maintenance inspections at armories 

all across Northern and Southern Ontario. Once all the good TD trips are out of the way we 

continue to provide 1st line maintenance / Locates and MAC’s to our own base at 22 Wing. As 

we look forward to the challenges , tasking’s, tours, etc. that 2019 will bring would like to take 

this time to wish the members of the Line Trade and their families a warm and safe holidays 

wherever they may be. 

 

                                    

   

         

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year. 

 



 

Happy Holidays & Happy New Year 

 

It’s that time of the year again where we take a break from our busy 

schedules and spend some much needed time with our friends and families. 

We will start with members that have moved on.  Firstly, we said a fond 

good bye to Sgt Scott Anderson as he moved over to the LLWC here in 

Edmonton. Newly promoted, Sgt Mark Gilroy is seeing a lot more of 

eastern Canada due to his recent posting to Petawawa, Ontario. Not 

moving quite as far east, MCpl James Davenport now gets to see the lakes 

of Manitoba with his recent posting to Shilo. Lastly moving in the opposite 

direction, Cpl Dustin Turpin was posted to Esquimalt in BC, where he will 

enjoy some outstanding ocean views. 

Now for the members that have joined us in this little place we call home. We 

would like to welcome Sgt Joel Merrifield who made the short march to us 

from across the street at LLWC Edmonton. 

We had one overseas deployment this year, Cpl Brodie Saunders is enjoying 

some eastern European sights in Latvia and we wish him happy holidays from 

all of us at 77 Line Regiment, while he is deployed. Meanwhile, future 

deployments for members of the RLWC are looking optimistic and we have a 

couple of troops in the hopper for the next set of rotations and TAVs. 

As for the rest of RLWC, we went as far west as windy Masset tackling the 

FRD-10, aka “The Elephant Cage”, as far north as Iqaluit, Nunavut checking 

out the northern sights and twice put in seven (7) week ‘long trips’ east to 

Cold Lake to install OSP fiber. We also deployed many times to other bases 

and establishments to conduct maintenance, in between, doing what we do 

best. 

All in all it’s been a great year for us here at the RLWC and we wish you all a 

 

~Happy Holidays and a very Happy New Year~ 
 

Cpl Dan Hauck 

From 3 Line Sqn, RLWC Edmonton 



`

 
 

 

Season’s Greetings from 3 Line Sqn LLWC Edmonton 

 

It has been another busy year for the Local Line Work Center.  Edmonton has been working hard 

updating their cable records, repairing damaged splices in maintenance holes, completing MACs 

or small projects, such as installing eleven (11) new lightning arrestors at 408 THSqn.  

 

We have also had many new faces coming in and 

replacing those who have departed like Sgt Merrifield, 

newly promoted Sgt Smith and MCpl Jesso have all left 

to go to the RLWC Edm, RLWC Halifax and LLWC 

Suffield respectively.  Sgt Anderson has come over from 

RLWC Edm to join newly promoted MCpl Shea and Cpl 

Hedstrom. Joining the team as well was Cpl Hatungimana 

from 1 CMBG HQ and Sigs and Pte Mai off his DP 1.0. 

to round out the new team.  

 

As Christmas Leave draws near, we just want to say 

Merry Christmas to all members of 77 Line Regiment and 

their families.  We hope you have a holiday full of 

happiness and cheer! Enjoy the time off with family and 

friends and those who cannot be with their families due to 

deployment, we are thinking of you all – stay safe. 

All the best to everyone this Holiday Season! 

Sgt Anderson 

 
     

 Pte Mai, Cpl Hedstrom, Cpl Hatungimana, 

   and MCpl Shea 

 



Happy Holidays From LLWC Cold Lake 

 

Merry Christmas from LLWC Cold Lake!  This year was 

very busy supporting the mandate of the 77 Line Regiment.  

We had Cpl Maynard on OP IMPACT Roto 7 and Pte 

MacNeil on PATA for a better part of 2018.  MCpl Brisson 

was promoted to Sgt and posted to the NLWC Kingston in 

July.  To top things up, another Maple Flag exercise “51”.   

Training was a large focus for the LLWC this year.   Cpl 

Trilinski attended and successfully completed his PLQ while 

Sgt Korosi completed a H2S Alive course.  The Wing 

fiberization is now nearing its first year of completion, seeing 

crews from Kingston, Petawawa and Edmonton all rotate 

through.  Of course, there were also many hours spent on 

MAC’s and cable locates which with the mandated inspection 

and maintenance rounded out our year.  We are all looking 

forward to what the next year will bring and wish you all a 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.    

 

 

 

2018 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

Season Greetings from 3 Line Sqn LLWC Suffield 
 

Happy Holidays from LLWC Suffield. The past year has been full of changes for our little shop on 
the prairie. While we bid farewell to the newly promoted MCpl Savoy and Sgt Yashuk, we 
welcomed MCpl Jesso, Cpl Binette and Cpl Parks. Along with the mandated maintenance 
provided to the base, our crew has also been on the road for Armoury maintenance in 
Lethbridge, hockey games (with maintenance on the side) in Calgary, pole line in Wainwright, 
refresher training in Edmonton and for those who can remember, the now infamous week in 
Kingston. We have also spent a lot of time in our ever-troublesome ammo compound with 
trenching new routes for our lines, rebuilding pedestals, and the constant troubleshooting of 
the existing infrastructure. We are now looking forward to the change of pace of ISP 
Maintenance during the winter. We will soon be lending Cpl Arsenault to the next rotation 
overseas, where we are sure he will finally learn to put all his training to great use in a theatre 
of operations, and not the ACISS Core world.  

 
 

 



Merry Christmas from LLWC Wainwright! 

This year was very busy supporting the mandate of the 77 Line Regiment, we 

had Cpl, now MCpl Davis, on OP IMPACT Roto 6 and MCpl White on OP 

IMPACT Roto 7.  

 

Cpl White released from the service in June and Pte Hanger was posted to us 

in July, fresh off his LST DP1.1. Training was a large focus for the LLWC 

this year. Pte Hanger attended his LST 2.1, MCpl Davis completed his PLQ 

DL, and all members completed Confined Space Awareness Training, and 

Fall Arrest Awareness Training.  

 

The Ammo Compound Fiberization project is completed now which will 

eventually alleviate many countless hours testing and repairing the decrepit 

buried copper cable.  

 

Of course there were also many hours spent this year on MAC`s and cable 

locates which with the mandated inspections and maintenance rounded out 

our year.  

 

The LLWC managed to secure some pretty sweet real estate with the 

relocation from B109 to B649, some might even say the new shop could be the 

envy of Western if not All of Canada!  

 

We are all looking forward to what the next year brings and wish you all a 

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year . 

 

From all the members of LLWC Wainwright, Merry Christmas and Happy 

New Year! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

         



GREETINGS FROM LLWC DET COMOX 

 
 

Here we are with the holidays fast approaching and CFB Comox has no snow as of yet. We had 

been a section of 5 for first half of the year, but in late August we lost Cpl 

Collins due to an occupational transfer to become a clerk. We also had to say good bye to WO 

Polak, we wish him the best to his new position at CFSCE. In his place we welcomed the arrival 

of Sgt Yashuk. 

 

This year has been rather eventful. There has been an increase in construction on the Wing. 

Maybe it just seems like that because we are out doing locates almost daily but Sgt Yashuk, 

MCpl Haché, Cpl Viotto and myself (Cpl Wilson), are still able to keep Comox’s Cable plant 

functioning while keeping up with the high tempo of 77 Line Regt. 

 

From all of us here at CFB Comox, Happy Holidays and have a great New Year! 

VVV 

 

Cpl Wilson 

 

 

 



   

 

Season’s Greetings From LLWC Yellowknife 
 

Well some will say ‘It is what it is, welcome in the North’. 

Actually it will be a good time to visit us, as of today it is only minus 5 degrees.  

To my knowledge, this is a bit odd for the time of the year, but I will not complain, even shut up 

about it before I jinks myself. 

 

This was the first year being part of 77 Line Regt, 3 Line Sqn LLWC Yellowknife and it was 

quite a transition to make. The transition as a Regiment is an ongoing process actually, as we are 

now more a force generator more than first line maintenance oriented unit. Well Cpl Seguin is 

not arguing as he visited Germany for a TAV. He loved it. Me, not so much, as I was the only 

one left here in Yellowknife. Sucks to be the LCF, my Cpl will tell you, LOL.  

 

Beside that, we were kept busy with antenna maintenance during the RLWC Edmonton Northern 

Swing, as well with regular maintenance in town, and a couple of projects, such as the Trinity 

building MTR refit that we just finish up. 

 

The appreciation dinner in Edmonton as a Sqn was nice and appreciated. That gave us the 

opportunity to visit the big mall (West Edmonton Mall) to do some shopping for Christmas. I 

will say that again just in case the message didn’t pass in Edmonton: living in the shacks wasn’t 

that great. I know, I know, what they will say: “it is what it is”. 

 

Anyway, Have a great Christmas, and Happy New Year! Enjoy yourself, and take care. 

 

 

 

 

Yellowknife Ice Castel. 

 
  



   

 

Last TAV on Mars where we 

wired satellites from NASA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just Kidding! 
 

LLWC Yellowknife  Shack in 

Yellowknife 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just Kidding!  

 
 

 

       

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Happy Holidays from  

OP IMPACT Roto 7  
 

 

Stepping off that plane on to the tarmac in June was like stepping into an oven, tired and 

totally jet lag, but very excited to be here. The excitement didn’t last forever though… 

 

One of our first jobs was repairing a security camera that the previous Roto couldn’t 

seem to figure out. We replaced the CAT 6 with FOC but that didn’t seem to solve the problem, 

turns out the camera had been struck by lighting and it fried the connector. Once repaired the 

camera was back to its former functioning glory. 

 

  Pte Marshall repairing camera #6  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Wonder what these cables are for? I’ll just cut them off. 

 

 During my HLTA a lot happened. Cpl Maynard (Reggie) and Pte Marshall went to Iraq 

for a week to complete ISP inspections and upgrades to the infrastructure. A day before they 

were due to return to Camp Canada, CE decided to cut into what they thought was a water pipe, 

on the west side of Camp Canada. Turns out it was one of our conduit which housed a 200PR 

copper cable and some other cables. Sgt Letendre and WO Michaluk were the only linemen on 

ground, they pulled the new cables and started terminating. Cpl Maynard (Reggie) and Pte 

Marshall returned from Iraq and completed the job. 

 

 Another job we had was wiring up a trailer the Americans gave us, but first CE had to dig 

a trench so we could install counduit from a manhole for a 25PR and 12 strand FOC. In typical 

CE fashion they struck and broke our conduit doing minor damage to the sheath of a 50 PR 

cable. Cut and damaged cables seemed to be a reoccuring theme of our tour. Off to a good start, 

we were given a week to pull, terminate, complete a copper and fusion splice, install panduit 

raceway and structure wire the trailer. MCpl White and myself occupied ouselves with the trailer 

while Cpl Maynard (Reggie) terminated the splices in the manhole, we finished the job with days 

to spare. The trailer remains empty to this day. 



November was one of the wettest months on record, Camp Canada became Lake Canada. A far 

cry from the sunshine and 50+ degree weather we experienced in the summer months. 

 
Cpl Maynard (Reggie) was the proud and surprised recipient of the CJOC Commander’s 

coin; he received the coin for having the most glorious beard in the JOA a work ethic and drive 

that exceeded all expectations. Congrats Reggie! 

LGen Rouleau, Cpl Maynard, CPO Grégoire 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



Roto 6 painted their mural on a t-wall, we painted ours on a piece of plywood and mounted it on 

 
the roof of our shop. Top that Roto 8! 

                              

WO Michaluk, Sgt Letendre, Cpl Gibson, Mcpl White, Cpl Maynard 

 

With the arrival of Roto 8 marks the end of our six months in Kuwait, it was a good experience 

but we are definitely ready to be home with our families in time for the holidays. Roto 8 will be 

celebrating Christmas in the desert, please don’t forget about them. 

 

 

 
 

WO Michaluk, Cpl Sorensen, Sgt Tremblay, Sgt Letendre, Mcpl Grenier, Cpl Evans,  

Cpl Maynard, Cpl Gibson, MCpl White 

 



Retired Linemen Liaison Officer Article 
 

 

FELLOW LINEMEN, 

 

My apologies for not generating more correspondence to our Retired Linemen Community 

Members over the past year. As most of you know our association’s National Executive 

Committee (NEC) has been endeavouring to update our membership list so that the name of 

every person who has ever been an Army or CF Lineman is on the list.  

 

The list will be a long one but once finished and gone to press it will once again provide all of 

the contact info that we all need to contact one another. I am not sure when the list will be ready 

for distribution but it is being worked on as time permits.  

 

There wasn’t any news in the “Breaking News”category in 2018 so not much to pass on. The 

news cycle is of course a two way thing so if any of you have an item of importance that you 

think will be of interest to the membership please pass it on. I know that some of you are on 

Facebook and other social media sites so you are likely to get info through that means.  

 

For our chapter presidents if you know of any retired Linemen in your geographical area please 

try to contact them. An invite to a mtg, beer call, BBQ, sporting event, etc is a great way to bring 

a retired Lmn back into the fold. I can provide names and contact info for retired Lmn in most 

areas of our country so if you are interested in reaching out to someone but don’t have his/her 

contact info let me know and I will do my best to get the info to you. Some of our retired 

members may have lost their lifelong partners over the past few years or have other situations 

where we could offer help if we only knew.  

 

As we proceed into the New Year ahead please remember one of the purposes of our association 

is to keep in touch with one another and to help any member of our Linemen Family in a time of 

need. 

 

My best wishes to each of you for a Merry Christmas and the best of health and happiness in the 

years ahead. 

 

VVV 

 

Arnie 

CAFL RLLO 

 

 



 

 

LINEMAN VOTED TO CAFL PADRE POSITION 

 

THE REVEREND MR. M.L. LEE WINCHESTER, CD WAS VOTED TO THE POSITION OF 

PADRE FOR THE CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF FORCES LINEMEN (CAFL). THE 

VOTE WAS TAKEN DURING THE ASSOCIATION’S ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

HELD AT THE NAV CANADA TRAINING CENTRE IN CORNWALL, ONTARIO ON THE 

6TH OF FEBRUARY 2017. REVEREND WINCHESTER IS A MEMBER OF THE 

ASSOCIATION’S NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AND SERVES AS A MEMBER 

OF THE FELLOWSHIP TEAM. 

MR. WINCHESTER JOINED THE CANADIAN ARMY, ROYAL CANADIAN CORPS OF 

SIGNALS UNDER THE APPRENTICE TRAINING PLAN IN 1955. FOLLOWING 

GRADUATION FROM APPRENTICE TRAINING PLAN (E-11) AND HIS GROUP ONE 

LINEMAN COURSE HE WAS POSTED TO THE 1ST CANADIAN DIVISION SIGNALS 

REGIMENT IN CAMP BORDEN ON. 

SUBSEQUENT POSTINGS SAW HIM SERVE AS A LINEMAN IN; 3 SIGS SQN 

GAGETOWN, 4TH CANADIAN MECHANIZED BRIGADE GROUP HQ AND SIGNALS 

SQUADRON FORT HENRY GERMANY, NB SIGS SQN GAGETOWN, A UNITED 

NATIONS PEACEKEEPING TOUR IN CYPRUS, 724 COMM SQN GAGETOWN, 1 LINE 

TROOP KINGSTON AND NDHQ (DCEM) OTTAWA. 

IN 1976 MR. WINCHESTER BECAME THE FIRST ARMY LINEMAN TO BE POSTED TO 

NDHQ (DCEM) OTTAWA. FOLLOWING A SIX MONTH TOUR AT THE MONTREAL 

OLYMPICS, LEE TOOK HIS RELEASE FROM THE CF AND BEGAN HIS PUBLIC 

SERVICE CAREER AS A PROJECT OFFICER IN NDHQ WITH THE DCEM 

DIRECTORATE. THIS PAVED THE WAY FOR OTHER LINEMEN TO FOLLOW AND 

CREATED MANY OPPORTUNITIES OVER THE YEARS, FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE 

WHOLE LINE TRADE. 



 

DURING HIS NINETEEN YEARS IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE, LEE ENGAGED IN PART 

TIME PASTORAL STUDIES (EVENINGS & WEEKENDS) AT OTTAWA UNIVERSITY 

AND ST PAUL’S UNIVERSITY. HE ALSO COMPLETED A FOUR YEARS FORMATION 

PROGRAM WITH THE ARCHDIOCESE OF OTTAWA. IN 1995, MR. WINCHESTER 

RETIRED FROM THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND WAS ORDAINED AS A PERMANENT 

DEACON IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. 

DURING THE PAST TWENTY TWO YEARS HE HAS SERVED IN A LOCAL PARISH 

MINISTRY IN OTTAWA, AS A PADRE FOR THE UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPERS 

VETERANS, A PADRE FOR THE BURIAL OF VETERANS AT THE CANADIAN 

NATIONAL BEECHWOOD MILITARY CEMETERY AND AS A SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR 

OF THE FRANCISCAN ORDER THROUGHOUT ONTARIO, QUEBEC AND THE 

MARITIME PROVINCES. 

IN HIS ROLE AS OUR ASSOCIATION PADRE REV. WINCHESTER IS RESPONSIBLE 

FOR: FOSTERING THE RELIGIOUS , SPIRITUAL AND MORAL WELL BEING OF OUR 

MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES, HELPING PEOPLE COPE WITH THE CHALLENGES 

AND FRUSTRATIONS OF MILITARY AND CIVILIAN LIFE, VISITING OUR MEMBERS 

IN HOSPITAL AND PROVIDING COUNSELLING AND A LISTENING EAR WHEN 

NEEDED. 

     

SUBMITTED BY: ARNIE MURRAY 

CAFL – Retired Linemen Liaison Officer (RLLO) 

 

 

 



                                      
 

 
  
   

I __________________________________________________________   

                 First name/nickname   Surname     

hereby make an application for membership/renewal in the Canadian Association of Forces Linemen 

(CAFL). 

I completed my Lineman Apprentice Training (Group 1/TQ3/QL1/DP 1.1)   

From: __________________ to: __________________   and served in the Canadian  

 

Armed Forces from: __________________ to __________________          

                                      

Home/Mailing Address: __________________________________________________________ 

City: ___________________ Province: __________________ Postal Code: __________________ 

Telephone - Home: _____________________ Mobile: _______________________ 

Email: __________________________________________________________       

Please indicate if you allow the CAFL NEC, to publish your contact information on the website,  

by checking one of the boxes: 

 

☐-Yes, you can publish my contact information; or 

☐- No, you cannot publish my contact information. 

 

Enclosed is a cheque/money order in the amount of $ __________________ to cover my 

membership dues for the period 01 Apr                           to 31 Mar                              . 

                                                                      (Year)                                   (Year)     

Membership dues are $10.00 per year and the membership year is from 1 Apr to 31 Mar. 

Note: Make check payable to the Canadian Association of Forces Linemen. 

Date: _______________________ Signature: __________________________________                            

Forward to:   

Canadian Association of Forces Linemen  

  P.O. Box 64064, Holland Cross RO,  

Ottawa, ON 

 K1Y 4V1 

Attn: Membership  

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF FORCES LINEMEN 

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP/RENEWAL 

(Month/Year)              (Month/Year) 

(Month/Year)             (Month/Year) 



                     CAFL Family Scholarship                        

 

 

 
Approved during the sixteenth annual CAFL General Meeting held in Cornwall Ontario on 21 

February 2005, the CAFL Family Scholarship was established to provide financial assistance to 

CAFL member’s dependent attending a full time program at a recognized post secondary institution 

such as University, Community College or Technical Institutes. 

 

The funding of this scholarship will originate from annual membership dues or private donations 

held and managed by the National CAFL executive.  The awarding of the scholarship began in 

school year 2005- 2006 and will carry on at the wish of the membership and as funds remain 

available. The scholarship was amended in February 2014 at the 42 annual LTC in Cornwall On to 

only require one (1) applicant for the scholarship to be awarded. 

 

Amount:  

 

A single $300.00 scholarship will be awarded annually during the Annual General Meeting (AGM). 

 

Eligibility 

 

Note: As approved during the CAFL General Meeting held in Cornwall Ontario on 21 June 2010, the 

CAFL Scholarship’s eligibility was extended to include grandchildren and siblings (brothers and 

sisters).  

 

Eligibility to the scholarship will be based on the following criteria: 

 

a. applicant must be a sponsored dependent (children, grandchildren, brothers, sisters or 

spouse) of a CAFL member in good standing (paid up); 

 

Note: For clarity, extended family such as nephews and nieces are not to be considered as 

dependants.    

 

b. must be enrolled and registered in a full time program at a post secondary studies institution 

for the year of application; 

 

c.  must apply, in writing, to the CAFL National Executive Committee no later then 13 Jan in 

the calendar year which schooling starts and include the following information (see attached form): 

  

i. name and particulars of sponsor (CAFL member); 

 

ii. name and particulars of applicant (CAFL member’s dependent); 

 

iii. a copy of high school diploma; 

 

iv. a copy of post secondary institution’s acceptance letter; 

 

 

v. a copy of registration fee receipt of a post secondary institution; 



                     CAFL Family Scholarship                        

 

 

vi. a copy of a birth certificate or certificates showing the relationship with the CAFL 

sponsor as follows: 

 

 Children: birth certificate showing relationship with CAFL sponsor. 

 Grandchildren:  birth certificate showing parent names and parent’s birth certificate 

showing relationship with grand parent (CAFL sponsor). 

 Spouse: marriage certificate or proof of common law relationship with CAFL 

sponsor.   

 Brothers or Sisters:  applicant’s birth certificate and CAFL sponsor’s birth 

certificate. 

 

d. the post secondary institution must provide full time programs which leads to a collegial or 

university degree;  

 

e. all eligible applications received by the National CAFL Executive Committee will be entered 

into a “simple draw from the hat”;  

 

f. the draw will be held annually during the Annual National Line Tasking Meeting, and 

 

g. the scholarship cheque will be sent by mail following the Annual National Line Tasking 

Meeting.  

 

Duration:  

 

Dependents can apply yearly as long as all criteria are met.  Dependent can only be awarded the 

CAFL Family Scholarship one time. 

 

Accessibility: 

 

Only one yearly application per CAFL sponsor will be accepted. 

 

Minimum entry: 
 

As voted during the 25th annual CAFL meeting held in Cornwall in February 2014, the scholarship 

awarding requires a minimum of one (1) nominations / applications from the membership. If the 

minimum nominations / applications are not received, the awarding of the scholarship will be 

deferred to the next year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



                     CAFL Family Scholarship                        

 

      

Application Form     
 

DEPENDENT INFORMATION (STUDENT) 

First Name:  

Name:  

Date of Birth:  

Address:  

Telephone Number:  

Secondary school graduated from:  

Secondary school address and phone number:  

Graduation date:  

Post-secondary institution attended:  

Post-secondary full time program attended:  

Relationship with CAFL Member (Child, 

Grandchild, brother, sister, spouse)  

 

SPONSOR INFORMATION (CAFL MEMBER) 

First Name:  

Name:  

Address:  

Telephone Number Home:  

Telephone Number Work:  

For the Use of the CAFL Executive Committee Only 

CAFL Membership paid up? YES NO 

Application Date: 

(Refer to Post Mark on Letter) 

 

Copy of High School Diploma: YES NO 

Copy of Post Secondary Institution’s 

Acceptance Letter 

YES NO 

Copy of post secondary institution’s 

registration fee receipt  

YES NO 

Copy of applicable birth certificates YES NO 

Copy of applicable marriage certificate or 

proof of common law relationship 

YES NO 

 
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the above information is accurate and complete.  In the event that I 
receive the scholarship, I grant authority to publish my name as the recipient of the scholarship for publicity 
purposes. 
 
 
 
Signature of Applicant      Date 
 
 
 
Signature of CAFL Member     Date 
 

 

Email your application and supporting documents no later than 13th January of the current year to 

caflnec@cafl.org. If you have no internet access, please mail a hard copy to the address below. 

CAFL Family Scholarship, P.O. Box 64064, Holland Cross RO, Ottawa, On. K1Y 4V1  
Attn: Kevin Duffett. 

file:///C:/Users/Mike%20New%20Toy/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/SO9IPBRN/caflnec@cafl.org


CAFL MEMBERSHIP LIST 2018

Dear members,

Please find,  in the following pages, a 

membership list which identifies past and 

present CAFL members as well as respective 

membership status.   

This membership list is a living document which 

needs to be constantly updated to permit us to 

better serve you.  

To that end,  your assistance is solicited in 

identifying discrepancies, omissions and, 

hopefully, additions.

Mr. John Campbell,  CAFL Membership 

Representative, can be contacted via e-mail at 

john.campbell3@forces.gc.ca . 

Your assistance in this important matter will be 

greatly appreciated.          



Surname Name
Membership 

Status
Surname Name

Membership 

Status

Abel Jason Inactive Brown Marty Inactive

Amirault Carl Inactive Brown Tim Inactive

Archer John Inactive Bryce Robert Inactive

Armitage Steve Inactive Buckovic John Inactive

Arnold Chuck Inactive Burger Christian Inactive

Ashton Dale Inactive Burns Stan Inactive

Asselin Caroline Inactive Bycock Steve Active

Aube Nicolas Inactive Byrne Burnzie Inactive

Aubin Bernie Inactive Byrne Robert Inactive

Aucoin Shawn Inactive Byron Bruce Inactive

Aylwin Aylwin Inactive Cameron Barry Inactive

Babcock Wayne Inactive Cameron Don Inactive

Backlund Ian Inactive Campbell Wayne Inactive

Bailey Ken Inactive Campbell John Active

Baines Jason Inactive Cantin Claude Inactive

Bard Robert Inactive Caouette Roley Inactive

Barrett Mike Inactive Care Jim Inactive

Barrington Mike Active Caron Bobby Inactive

Bartlett Monty Active Carrier Ronald Inactive

Battiste Troy Active Carrierre Alain Inactive

Beaton Brian Active Carrierre Brad Inactive

Belanger Andre Inactive Cartwright Dale Inactive

Belanger Serge Inactive Cassista Rob Inactive

Bell Gordie Inactive Cayer Vincent Inactive

Bell Joe Active Champagne Ben Inactive

Benke Dennis Active Champagne Pierre Inactive

Bergeron Christian Inactive Charbonneau Bruce Inactive

Bergeron Jean Inactive Charest Emile Inactive

Bergman Alex Active Charlong Darren Inactive

Berube Gerry Inactive Chateauneuf Simon Inactive

Bjerland Larry-Wayne Inactive Chevarie Alibe Inactive

Blanchard Steve Inactive Chiasson George Inactive

Bondon Jean Inactive Chiasson Mike Inactive

Bouchard Jocelyn Inactive Chretien Donnie Inactive

Boucher Rock Inactive Chute Steve Inactive

Bouffard Ray Inactive Cladullo Guidio Inactive

Bourgoin Ronald Inactive Clark Ian Inactive

Boyd Peter Inactive Clarke Mike Inactive

Brantnall Joan Inactive Cluney Darren Inactive

Brawn Vic Inactive Cole Jeff Inactive

Briand Hervey Inactive Conway Mike Inactive

Brisson Stephane Inactive Cooper Rick Active

Brodhagan Mark Inactive Corney Bob Inactive



Surname Name
Membership 

Status
Surname Name

Membership 

Status

Costello Glenn Inactive Farrell Russ Inactive

Cote Dan Inactive Fayle Jimmy Inactive

Cote Jean Inactive Felts Kevin Inactive

Cox Tricia Inactive Ferguson Anthony Inactive

Crabbe Owen Active Filbey Leon Inactive

Cross Terry Inactive Fisher Phil Inactive

Cumming Red Inactive Flanigan Keith Inactive

Currie Bernie Inactive Flood Gerald Inactive

Cybulski Jerry Active Ford Barry Inactive

Daubert Dave Inactive Fortin Tony Inactive

David Trevor Inactive Francis Rick Inactive

Davidson Dennis Inactive Fugere Serge Inactive

Davies Ronald Inactive Fullarton Brian Inactive

Davis Wayne Inactive Fuller Terry Inactive

Demolitor Lockhart Inactive Furuness Smiley Inactive

Dennie Patrick Inactive Gagnon Eric Inactive

Deschenes Dave Inactive Gallant Geoff Inactive

Desgagne Bertrand Inactive Gaudet Denis Inactive

Desgroseilliers Jean Inactive Gaudet Larry Inactive

Desmeules Dede Inactive Gauthier Ben Inactive

Devlin Mike Inactive Gelina John Inactive

Dickerson James Inactive Gendreau Rick Inactive

Digou Blair Inactive Gillis Jerry Inactive

Douglas Mel Active Gillis Sheldon Inactive

Dowling Gerry Inactive Giroux Eric Inactive

Doyle Timmy Inactive Glavin Robert Inactive

Dube Marty Active Goad Donald Inactive

Duclos Kristan Active Goddard Chris Inactive

Duffett Kevin Active Godin George Inactive

Dufrrense Jeannot Inactive Goucher Irvin Inactive

Dumas Marcel Inactive Goucher Robert Inactive

Dupuis Leannan Active Gouthro Tom Inactive

Durand Alain Inactive Graham Barney Inactive

Durdle Des Inactive Grenier Marc Active

During Ron Active Grondin Daniel Inactive

Dutcher Bob Inactive Guillemette Sebastien Inactive

Dvoracek Benjamin Inactive Gummer Kris Active

Dyck Allan Inactive Gunville-VachonJulien Active

Edquist Roy Inactive Hache Stephane Active

Emmett Bob Inactive Hagel Greg Inactive

Engelbrecht Mark Inactive Haldorson Fredric Inactive

Etienne Robert Inactive Hammond Jamie Inactive

Fahie Butch Inactive Hanna Phillip Inactive



Surname Name
Membership 

Status
Surname Name

Membership 

Status

Hansen Jan Inactive Laframoise Mike Inactive

Hansen Val Inactive Lafreniere Denis Inactive

Hardy Brad Active Lambert Gerry Inactive

Harris Charles Active Lamoureux Ryan Active

Hawrish Peter Inactive Langevin Isabelle Inactive

Heath George Inactive Lanteigne Checkers Active

Hendriksson Scott Inactive Lanthier Gaetanne Inactive

Henry Al Inactive Laplante Mike Inactive

Henry Les Inactive Laplante Shawn Inactive

Hervieux Mike Inactive Laponsee Jake Inactive

Hewitt Bill Inactive Larson Craig Active

Hewlin Winston Active Laurie Bob Inactive

Homouth Brian Inactive Leblanc Frank Inactive

Hopkins Steve Inactive Leblanc Marty Inactive

Houle Oliver Inactive Leblanc Meo Inactive

Huard Mike Active Leblanc Norm Active

Huff Garnet Inactive Leblanc Ron Active

Huff Gibb Inactive Lee Phil Inactive

Hulme Fred Inactive Lemay Sly Inactive

Huot Tiny Inactive Lepage Bob Inactive

Hutchinson Will Inactive Levesque JP Inactive

Hysert Frank Inactive Lingley Kevin Inactive

IIutko Greg Inactive Littau Ewin Active

Isabelle Alain Inactive Lolly Marco Inactive

Isenor Ira Inactive Lyman Rick Inactive

Jacob Jay Inactive Lymer Barry Inactive

Jenkins Chris Inactive Lyne John Inactive

Jennex Gerald Inactive MacFarlane Doug Inactive

Johnson Bill Inactive MacFarlane Robert Inactive

Johnstone Otto Inactive MacIsaac Don Inactive

Jones Jim Inactive Mackenzie AJ Inactive

Jones Ken Inactive Mackenzie Gord Inactive

Jones Jodi Active Mackie Mike Active

Kapothanasis Kostas Inactive Malenfant Bruno Inactive

Kasimer David Inactive Mann George (Dusty) Inactive

Kennedy Don Inactive Manuel Randy Inactive

Kiss Steve Inactive Marceau Eric Inactive

Kliche Rich Inactive Marquis Sebastien Inactive

Klippenstein Stan Active Marsh Crystal Inactive

Korosi Gene Inactive Marshall William Inactive

Kuhn Robert Inactive Martel Mario Active

Ladouceur Roger Inactive Martin Jason Inactive

Laframboise Steve Active Martin Stephen Inactive



Surname Name
Membership 

Status
Surname Name

Membership 

Status

Martin Justin Active Norris Herbert Inactive

Martin Sneaker Active Oelrich Dale Inactive

Mathieu Claude Active Ogrinc Tony Inactive

Mayer Bob Inactive Oikle Scot Inactive

McCartney Dean Inactive O'Keefe Kevin Honorary

McEvoy Mike (Brent) Inactive Olivier Ken Inactive

McFarlane Lesley Inactive Ottenheimer Johnny Active

McGraw Pete Inactive Ouellet Jean-Claude Inactive

Mckay Robert Inactive Paiement Jean-Claude Inactive

McLaughlin Shawn Inactive Palmer Richard Active

McLean John Inactive Paquet Simon Inactive

McLean Stephen Inactive Pardy John Inactive

McMullin Roy Inactive Parker Iain Inactive

McNeil Kenneth Inactive Parker Terry Inactive

McNutt Daniel Inactive Pasnak Jeffery Inactive

McPherson William Active Patel Casper Inactive

McQuay Sammy Active Pelletier Mike Active

Meadus Jay Inactive Perreault Pierre Inactive

Melville Paul Inactive Perron Kriss Inactive

Merlo Tony Inactive Perron Yannick Inactive

Miclette Marcel Inactive Perry Matt Inactive

Milburn Dan Inactive Pike Ernie Inactive

Miles Adam Inactive Pilote Reg Active

Milliken George Inactive Piovesan Joe Inactive

Molloy Kevin Inactive Poole Bob Inactive

Mongeon Robin Active Porier Rich Active

Morneau Pascal Active Porter Gerry Inactive

Morris Jason Active Postill Herb Inactive

Morrison Keith Inactive Potwarka Matt Active

Mullett Rod Inactive Powell Vic Inactive

Mullins Rau Active Power Jimmy Active

Munro Dave Inactive Price Gerry Inactive

Murphy Walter Inactive Pringle Terry Active

Murphy Terry Active Proulx Guy Inactive

Murray Allan Inactive Purvis Tony Inactive

Murray Arnie Active Quesnel Martin Inactive

Nadeau Ron Inactive Racine Daniel Inactive

Naugler Rick Inactive Ramsay Mark Active

Nichol Sten Inactive Rawding Wayne Inactive

Nickerson Jeff Active Reese Neil Active

Nicolson Rob Inactive Richard Alain Inactive

Nix Leo Inactive Richard Daniel Inactive

Noel Gino Inactive Richards Will Inactive

Noftle John Inactive Richer Patrick Inactive



Surname Name
Membership 

Status
Surname Name

Membership 

Status

Robertson Gord Inactive Sylvian Yves Inactive

Robinson Todd Inactive Szach Jeff Inactive

Rochon Luc Inactive Tetreault Normand Inactive

Rogers Larry Inactive Thibideau Duane Inactive

Romard Jean Inactive Thomassin Sebastien Inactive

Rose Dion Active Thomlinson Les Active

Rose Ronald Active Townsend Richard Inactive

Roux Francois Inactive Tremblay Yvan Active

Roy Andy Inactive Turcotte Sebastien Inactive

Royal Brian Inactive Turpin Dustin Inactive

Rutter Kevin Inactive Twomey Patrick Inactive

Ryan Bax Inactive Vachon Richard Inactive

Salesse Pierre Inactive Villeneuve Carl Inactive

Sandey Jeff Inactive Walsh Mike Active

Savard Stephane Active Waroway Heather Inactive

Savory Robert Inactive Warrington Gook Inactive

Scheppler Marc Inactive Weichel Malcolm Inactive

Schingh Bob Inactive Whitmore Ron Inactive

Seigle Dominique Inactive Wilding Tom Inactive

Senez Hans Inactive Williams Brian Inactive

Seville Phil Inactive Wilson Jim Inactive

Shillington Dave Active Wilson Willy Active

Shoemaker Craig Inactive Winchester Lee Active

Silver Sean Inactive Winsor Bob Inactive

Sim Ian Inactive Wood Barry Inactive

Simpson George Honorary Woods Mike Inactive

Simpson Scott Inactive Worth Casey Inactive

Sincair Wally Inactive Wright Gerry Inactive

Skalaa Rudy Active Yates Jimmy Inactive

Skinner Tony Inactive Young Todd Active

Slaney Baz Inactive Zacharchuk Greg Inactive

Smalley Eldon Inactive Zajac Dan Inactive

Smardon Donald Active Zub Jeffery Inactive

Smith Ed Inactive Zuk Wade Inactive

Smithers Barry Inactive

Snook Greg Active

Snow Mark Inactive

Spurell Paul Inactive

St. John Jerry Active

Stewart Brian Inactive

Stewart John Inactive

Sugg Bernie Inactive

Sylvestre Frederic Inactive


